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substituted—a great improvement. Fisher took advantage of it
to modernize the system in many ways. His most revolutionary
change was to amalgamate the training for engineer and execu-
tive officers. Till then the engineers were trained in a separate
ship. Now all boys started through the same mill and specialized
later.
When he came back to Whitehall as first sea lord in 1904, his
earliest concern, besides lopping away obsolete units, was the
redistribution of the main fleets. Till then there had for half a
century been five chief commands (usually held by vice-
admirals)—the Mediterranean Fleet, the Channel Fleet, Ports-
mouth, the Nore, and Plymouth; the last three, apart from their
flagships, being really shore commands. The assumptions were
that France was the possible enemy, the passage to India the
chief trade-route in need of defence, and the North Sea of small
naval importance. The growth of the German navy and the
French Entente were rendering these assumptions obsolete, but
British naval opinion was conservative, and for other reasons
it was advisable to camouflage the changes. We have seen1 how
in 1905 Fisher created an Atlantic Fleet based on Gibraltar,
thereby getting part of the Mediterranean Fleet out of the
Mediterranean. In October 1906 a new creation was announced
—a 'Home Fleet*. Six battleships, 6 cruisers, and 48 destroyers
with the needful auxiliaries, were (all with full crews) to be
based on the Nore; and the Dreadnought, then unique, was to be
their flagship. This really meant that three-quarters of the big
battleships—the Home, Channel, and Atlantic Fleets—would
be readily available against Germany. But it was not till
February 1909 that the Channel Fleet was formally incorpor-
ated in the new unit.
Fisher's other great innovation was that of all-big-gun ships—
the battleship Dreadnought and her cruiser counterpart the
Invincible. We saw above2 the strategic and political motives
here—perfectly sound ones, though often since forgotten. But
the primary motives were technological.3 They arose out of
startling improvements in the range and accuracy of torpedoes.
Hitherto battleships carried four big guns, a number of light
quickfirers for repelling small craft at close quarters, and a very
large secondary armament of 6-inch Q.F. guns intended also
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